
 6 FAUCET BRIDGE TOWER PACK 
    Packing List:

1 Z91 39’ 4mm Beer Tubing
1 Z92 39’ 5mm Gas Tubing 
6 C88 Tower Shank
6 Z84 Reducer
5 Z95 DuoTight Tee
1 B38 Multi Tool
1 X14 Tubing Cutter

   Includes everything you need to install shanks and Duotight tubing in your J99 six 
Faucet Bridge Tower. It also includes gas tubing and fittings for new kegerator installs.

Instructions
1. First, remove the friction fit end caps on your J99 6 Faucet Tower. You 
may have to tap lightly with a screwdriver all around the cap to gently 
remove it.
2. Slide out the foam insulation. Now firmly press fit the 6 grey Z84 
DuoTight reducers onto the ends of the shank barbs.  
3. Starting with the middle shank, install in a hole with the white washer 
and nut on the inside. Line up the white washer so it matches the contour 
of the inner tower. Tighten the nut with the included small end of the 
wrench, and repeat 5 times.
4. When all shanks are installed, cut the 4mm EvaBarrier beer tubing included into 
6’ lengths and firmly press into the grey reducer on your tower shank. Let the tubing 
hang out the ends until all shanks have tubing connected. 
5. Slide the foam insulation back in. Thread the tubing down each tower base so you 
have 3 lines coming down each base. 

6. Put the tower on one end, and install the base cap. There is a trick to this - keep the 
cap as level as you can. For more, go to YouTube and search for ‘Bridge Tower End 
Cap Install’.

7. Once the caps are in place, use the included rubber gaskets and screws, and install 
the Bridge Tower on your kegerator. Install your faucets with the included wrench. 
Install ball locks (William’s item G50) if you are dispensing ball lock kegs, or Sankey 
Couplers (William’s item C34) if you are dispensing commercial kegs. These are not 
included but can be purchased at williamsbrewing.com.

Gas Side Installation (For New Kegerator Customers)

We include gas tubing and DuoTight fittings for gas if you have a new kegerator. First 
install a DuoTight fitting onto your gas regulator outlet, and set up your C02 tank 
and regulator outside the kegerator, or hanging with the provided bracket. Open one 
corner gas port and thread in some included 5mm EvaBarrier gas line. Now use the 
included DuoTight T fittings and branch out your gas line so you end up with 6 outlets, 
and cut 5mm EvaBarrier gas line to fit each gas line to your keg. Install William’s item 
G49 Ball locks if you are using ball lock kegs, or press fit the gas line into the lower 
side fitting of your separately purchased Sankey Coupler C34 (if you are dispensing 
commercial kegs). 
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